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s mobilization exercise notification, includ-
ing details about the character, duration
and dimension of the mobilization exer-
cise(s)
n notification of nuclear weapon delivery
vehicle tests

Manoeuvre Observer Conduct Measures

n mandatory invitations to a representat ive
group of states to send observers to military
manoeuvres
n a "code of conduct" for the provision of
adequate opportunities to observe, ade-
quate facilities and equipment with which
to observe and adequate information out-
lining the nature of the observed man-
oeuvre

Constraint or Surprise Attack CBMs

Inspection Measures

n provision for observers during "out-of-
garrison" activities, including:

- manoeuvres in sensitive areas
- movements in sensitive areas
- troop rotations through designated
areas

these observers could be:
- permanent, human
- temporary, human
- observers with manoeuvring units
- permanent, electromechanical
- temporary, electromechanical
- feasible combinations of above

n observers (human and/or electromechani-
cal) at "constrained facilities" (tank parks,
airports)
n observers (human and/or electromechani-
cal) in "sensitive areas" (border zones,
ICBM fields)
n mobile inspection teams

Non-Interference Measures

n agreements not to interfere with the use
of National Technical Means of verification
for confirming compliance with various
treaties and undertakings

Behavioural or Tension-Reducing Measures

n measures designed to constrain the risks
of unintended war or crisis escalation by
controlling or eliminating needlessly
aggressive or provocative "testing"
behaviour

Chayhr Six

Constraint Measures

n personnel constraint measures (man-
power freezes and reductions)
n manoeuvre and movement constraints
limiting or forbidding the exercising or
large-scale movement of military forces

- within sensitive regions
- with certain types of restricted
equipment
- in excess of certain, specified man-
power ceilings
-in excess of certain, specified num-
bers of total exercises or movements
per year

n limitations or bans on specified threaten-
ing types of weapon tests (multiple ICBM
test launches, large-scale bomber exercises,
MaRV test flights)
n equipment constraints limiting or prohib-
iting specified types and/or numbers of
(often) "offensive" equipment such as
bridging equipment and attack aircraft
n nuclear free zones where no nuclear
delivery vehicles are permitted

Declaratory Measures

n a controversial category which, if counted
in this general analysis of CBMs, would
include "no first use" declarations and
other statements of benign intent which, by
their nature, are impossible to verify or
otherwise confirm.

The last major phase of this study concerns a
more general evaluation of Confidence-Build-
ing Measures and the very concept of Confi-
dence-Building, both in theory and in practice.
There are some important problems that go
beyond the specific weaknesses of individual
CBMs noted in this chapter. It is to that more
general critique that we now turn.


